Abstract-We introduce a novel parameterization scheme based on the generalized method of characteristics (MoC) for macromodels of transmission-line structures having a cross section depending on several free geometrical and material parameters. This situation is common in early design stages, when the physical structures still have to be finalized and optimized under signal integrity and electromagnetic compatibility constraints. The topology of the adopted line macromodels has been demonstrated to guarantee excellent accuracy and efficiency. The key factors are propagation delay extraction and rational approximations, which intrinsically lead to a SPICE-compatible macromodel stamp. We introduce a scheme that parameterizes this stamp as a function of geometrical and material parameters such as conductor-width and separation, dielectric thickness, and permettivity. The parameterization is performed via multidimensional interpolation of the residue matrices in the rational approximation of characteristic admittance and propagation operators. A significant advantage of this approach consists of the possibility of efficiently utilizing the MoC methodology in an optimization scheme and eventually helping the design of interconnects. We apply the proposed scheme to flexible printed interconnects that are typically found in portable devices having moving parts. Several validations demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
IGNAL degradation in electrical interconnects is one of the major limiting factors in the performance of high-speed electronic systems. In fact, when the data bandwidth transferred through the interconnect is increased and miniaturization is nearly pushed to manufacturing capabilities, the electrical properties become increasingly more important in order to maintain good signal quality. Once the interconnect technology is chosen, some form of optimization is required in very early stages of the physical design in order to select the cross-sectional configuration of the interconnect providing the best electrical performance. At this stage, the entire cross section is still undefined, with all relevant geometrical parameters (conductor width, height, separation, and dielectric height) and material parameters (dielectric permettivity and metal conductivity) being specified via ranges of variation rather than fixed values. Suitable tools must be available to the designer to guide his choices, since the number of free parameters may be quite large, and a full electromagnetic analysis covering the entire parameter space is obviously unfeasible.
In this paper, we introduce a parameterization scheme aimed at the reduction of the computational burden that would be required by extensive electromagnetic simulation. In particular, we consider a generic lossy and frequency-dependent multiconductor transmission line segment, and we cast its terminal port equations in the form of the generalized method of characteristics (MoC) [1] , [2] . Basic components of this formulation are asymptotic modal delay extraction and low-order rational approximations of characteristic admittance and delayless propagation operators. This representation describes the interconnect as a multiport governed by delayed ordinary differential equations, which can be easily synthesized into a SPICE-compatible equivalent circuit using only standard elements. The main new contribution of this paper is the parameterization of this equivalent circuit as a function of a varying cross-sectional geometry of the transmission line. This is obtained by applying smooth interpolation schemes to the residue matrices of the above-mentioned rational approximations. Other complementary approaches for parameterized macromodeling of transmission line in the framework of model order reduction are available in [3] and [4] .
Although the parameterization scheme presented in this paper is general and, in principle, applicable to any transmission line structure, all numerical examples will be targeted to interconnects for mobile devices. In particular, we focus on flexible interconnects going through hinges in foldable mobile phones and connecting electrical modules residing in different moving blocks. An example can be the connection between a display module, typically in the upper block of the device, and a computing module, which usually is in the lower block. Such interconnections are commonly realized using flexible printed circuits (FPC) in order to guarantee good flexibility and bendability. For this particular application, we show that the proposed macromodeling strategy requires a limited number of field solutions for the computation of the per-unit-length matrices over a very coarse discrete grid in the parameter space. However, the parameterized macromodels are able to represent, with excellent accuracy, the continuous dependence of the transmission line electrical behavior on each of the considered parameters. We first introduce the structures under investigation in Section II. The complete macromodeling process and its parameterization are presented and discussed in Section III. Finally, numerical results and validations on several test cases are presented in Section IV.
II. FLEXIBLE INTERCONNECTS FOR MOBILE DEVICES
The cross section of a typical FPC interconnect is depicted in Fig. 1 . Flexible printed interconnects can be considered as planar layered structures, with usually more than one conductor layer. Each single layer has the conducting part buried between top and bottom dielectric covers. One possibility to obtain multiple layers is to stack single-layer FPCs, as shown in Fig. 2 . This may induce the presence of an airgap δ between the different layers, as depicted in Fig. 1 .
We consider here three different classes of FPC interconnects with one signal layer, depicted in Fig. 1 . The three structures differ only for the presence of a bottom and top ground (return) layers and are labeled type A (no ground layers), type B (only bottom ground layer), and type C (top and bottom ground layers). The signal layer includes four actual signal lines and two lateral ground lines. The geometrical parameters (conductor width w and separation d, dielectric thickness h, etc.) and electrical parameters (dielectric constant ε r ) are specified as ranges of variation and are summarized in Table I . All these parameters will be collected in a m-dimensional array λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ m ), excluding the line length L, which will be treated differently from the other parameters. 
where s is the Laplace variable, and G(s; λ), C(s; λ), R(s; λ), and L(s; λ) denote the frequency-dependent parameterized perunit-length conductance, capacitance, resistance, and inductance matrices, respectively. In this paper, we neglect dielectric losses; therefore, the conductance matrices are vanishing, and the per-unit-length capacitance matrices are constant throughout frequency
We remark that dielectric losses may be significant for present application due to the broadband nature of the signals that are intended to propagate along the interconnect. However, we are missing at the moment a reliable set of broadband data for the loss tangent of the dielectric material. Future investigations will also include such information. Note that the model derivation and parameterization technique is valid for an arbitrary frequency dependence of all per-unit-length matrices. The computation of the capacitance matrix is performed by application of the method-of-moments (MoM) techinque of [5] . Instead, the full frequency dependence of line resistance and inductance are considered in order to include skin-effect losses. The two-dimensional (2-D) quasi-magnetostatic Green's function of the planar structure is approximated via the procedure outlined in [6] . Then, the current density in the conductors is discretized using an adaptive and frequency-dependent mesh. A standard 2-D MoM formulation allows us to compute the per-unit-length resistance and inductance matrices over a broad frequency range from dc up to 10 GHz.
The above computations can be performed for a single combination of the m parameters controlling the cross-sectional geometry. However, in order to recover a complete characterization and dependence on each of the m individual parameters, the same computations have to be repeated on a sufficiently accurate grid {λ (ν) , ν = 1, . . . , p} of points in the parameter space. In order to reduce the computational cost of this characterization, it is important to minimize the number of grid points. We will show that a quite coarse grid combined with suitable interpolation schemes is sufficient for our purposes.
III. LINE PARAMETERIZATION AND MACROMODELING
The macromodeling procedure follows from [2] , extending all derivations to the parameterized case. The transmission line segment is treated as a multiport, with V 1 , I 1 and V 2 , I 2 denoting the near and far-end terminal voltage and current vectors. In the framework of the MoC, the solution of (1) can be restated as
with
being the squared propagation matrix, the characteristic admittance matrix, and the propagation operator matrix for a line length L, respectively. The key point enabling the construction of a macromodel suitable for time-domain analysis will be the approximation of Y c (s; λ) and H(s; λ) as a combination of rational functions of frequency and pure delay terms. In fact, this approximation leads naturally to a system of delayed ordinary differential equations and allows the macromodel to be synthesized into an equivalent circuit using only standard elements. A complete description is found in [2] . The main difficulty with which we deal in this paper is the parameterization of such delayed rational approximations.
A. Delay Extraction
One possibility for delay extraction is provided by asymptotic modal decomposition. Considering the high-frequency (s → ∞) capacitance and inductance matrices, the eigendecomposition is
where M(λ) collects the high-frequency modal profiles, and Λ(λ) is diagonal. The high-frequency modal delays are then defined as
for a line length L. Once these delays are computed, modal delay extraction can be performed via
The above matrix operator mainly represents line attenuation and dispersion for each asymptotic modal profile, whereas the finite propagation delay is explicitly represented by the pure exponential terms. The effectiveness of this approach is evident in Fig. 3 , where H(s; λ) and P(s; λ) are compared for two different line lengths. It should be noted that the model complexity depends on the line length if no delay extraction is performed, while the delayless operator P(s; λ) exploits almost no dependence on line length. The above strategy, which is the core of the Topline methodology [2] , was used in [7] , where a simple two-conductor line was analyzed. In the results of [7] , only a weak parameterdependence of the modal delays was observed. Also, due to symmetry consideration, the asymptotic modes were equivalent to the standard even/odd modal profiles, which in turn provided a diagonalization of the transmission line equations at all frequencies and uniformly over the entire parameter space. These assumptions do not hold for the more general case that is investigated here. Full diagonalization is dependent on frequency, and the modal profiles are highly dependent on the geometrical parameters λ. Therefore, we are faced with the alternative of 1) preserving accuracy as much as possible, by retaining the parameter-dependence of both modal profiles and modal delays, as in (7); 2) releasing slightly the accuracy constraints, by forcing constant "modes" throughout the parameter space. After extensive testing, we decided to follow the second strategy. Indeed, taking into account the full parameter-and possibly frequency-dependence of the modes leads to inherent difficulties due to their possibly large sensitivities. We will show that quite significant simplifications involved in the second strategy have only a negligible impact on the accuracy of the macromodel.
B. Approximate Delay Extraction
The proposed delay extraction scheme is as follows. We define an approximate "modal" transformation matrix as
whereλ denotes a specific point in the parameter space. In order to maximize accuracy, we use the mean value for each component asλ
taking the upper and lower bounds as in Table I . Note that the columns of matrixM represent asymptotic modes only for λ =λ. For different parameter combinations, they only provide approximations of the asymptotic modal profiles. Nonetheless, we will denoteM as a "modal" matrix with a slight abuse of notation. Then, we computē
This matrix is not diagonal since the modes are not exact, but it can be viewed as a small perturbation of the diagonal matrix defined in (5). The (squared) amount of this perturbation is estimated as
We now define a set of approximate parameter-dependent modal delays asT
A few comments about this definition are in order. First, these delays are exact for the mean parameter configuration λ =λ, in which case,T k (λ) = T k (λ) when α = 0. Second, the delays in (12) are allowed to be slightly less than the exact delays computed via (6), since α > 0, but the difference is small when the approximate modes inM are close to the actual modes M(λ). Third, the delays in (12) can be viewed as first-order approximations of the exact delays as
The (1 − α) factor ensures that the sign of the perturbation term ∆T k (λ) is negative, so that eachT k (λ) is not larger than the corresponding physics-based modal delay T k (λ). If this condition were violated, noncausal behaviors might be obtained due to the delay extraction procedure, which is defined next. Fourth, (12) preserves the relative difference between each pair of approximate modal delays. It is clear that the entire procedure is valid only when α 1, which allows us to keep the accuracy under control. In all tests that we performed, we detected maximum perturbation amounts α ≤ 0.1, thus enabling and validating the approximate formulation.
An approximate delayless modal propagation operator is now defined asP
The bottom panels in Fig. 3 show the frequency behavior of this operator. As expected, a residual delay is clearly visible for P(s; λ), with a limited length dependence. However, a comparison with H(s; λ) (top panels in the figure) demonstrates that most of the delay has been extracted. The main advantage of (14) with respect to (7) is due to the approximate modes that do not depend on λ and which, therefore, do not need any parameterization.
C. Rational Approximations
Once the delay terms have been extracted, rational approximations of Y c (s; λ) andP(s; λ) are computed. The feasibility of such rational approximations is confirmed by the smooth frequency behavior of both matrix operators. During this phase, a suitable interpolation scheme must also be devised for the representation of such approximations over the entire parameter space, given the finite number p of samples that are actually available. After extensive testing, we adopted the representation
characterized by common poles throughout the parameter space and by parameter-dependent residues and direct couplings. The computation of the poles is performed by applying the wellknown vector fitting (VF) algorithm [8] . In order to maximize accuracy, the entire set of p realizations is included in a single VF run. This is possible since the number of frequency samples is quite small (around 40 from almost dc to 10 GHz) with logarithmic spacing. Residues and direct coupling matrices in (15) are then computed via separate linear least squares problems for each of the p parameter combinations. Finally, a continuous variation throughout the parameter space is recovered as
and similarly for the other parameter-dependent matrices in (15) and for the delaysT k (λ). The coefficients θ ν n are determined by multidimensional interpolation. The actual choice of this interpolation scheme is very important and is the subject of the following section. We remark that there is no need for parameterization of the modal matrix since it is assumed to be constant throughout the parameter space.
D. Parameterization Schemes
The variations induced by each individual parameter were investigated by computing the per-unit-length matrices on a sufficiently fine grid of points in the parameter space. Then, we derived Y c (s; λ),P(s; λ), and the set of approximate modal delaysT k (λ). We report in Fig. 4 the behavior of the characteristic admittance only since similar conclusions could be drawn by considering the other quantities.
The various parameters under consideration can be divided into four classes. First, the dielectric cover height h 2 and the dielectric constant ε r induce only quasi-linear variations (top row in Fig. 4 ). Standard linear interpolation was then chosen to represent these parameters in (16). Second, the conductor width w and separation d were observed to induce very smooth and slow variations but with a sufficient deviation from linearity that would make a pure linear interpolation not sufficiently accurate (middle row in Fig. 4) . Cubic spline interpolation was considered for these two parameters. The approximate modal delaysT k (λ) also fall into this class. Third, the airgap δ still induces smooth variations but with increased rate for small gap values (last row in Fig. 4) . In this paper, we exclude the gap from the set of free parameters, although we verified that a single-pole rational interpolation/approximation gives excellent accuracy. In fact, an airgap is generated between two FPC layers when the layers are turned and slid over each other in moving mechanisms. This is due to length difference of the two layers in the turning point due to different radii of the layers. A sound model should include variability of the air gap along the propagation direction as δ = δ(z), thus requiring a nonuniform trasmission line model. However, the extension of MoC-based macromodeling techniques to nonuniform lines is still an open problem. A simplistic approach might consider segmenting the line into small sections having constant parameters. This choice should be avoided since the main advantage of MoC schemes, i.e., high efficiency, would be completely lost. Since new theoretical developments are needed, this extension will be considered in future research. Finally, the line length is intrinsically and explicitly parameterized in (12) and does not need additional discussion.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULT AND VALIDATION
We report here a few validations of the proposed parameterized macromodeling scheme for the three FPC types of Fig. 1 . We start by reporting selected entries of the characteristic admittance in Fig. 5 . These results correspond to fixed parameter values δ = 0.5 mm, ε r = 3.6, and h 2 = 57.5 µm. The conductor width w and separation d/w were considered on a 3 × 3 grid (minimum, mean, and maximum value for each varying parameter) for the macromodel generation. Upper and lower sets of curves in each panel of Fig. 5 correspond to the two combinations with minimum and maximum values for both w and d/w. Finally, a validation point was selected with w = 125 µm and d/w = 1.75. The corresponding macromodel was obtained via multidimensional interpolation. The raw frequency samples for validation were determined via (4) after a dedicated 2-D field solution, but these samples were not used for the generation of the macromodel. The intermediate curves in each panel of Fig. 5 report these validations. These plots show that 1) the accuracy of the rational approximation is excellent and 2) that the unavoidable errors introduced by the interpolation scheme are almost negligible.
We focus now on the approximate delayless operatorP(s; λ). Fig. 6 reports the same set of validations already presented for the characteristic admittance in Fig. 5 . We remark that these plots confirm the quite low sensitivity of the delayless propagation operator with respect to the cross-sectional geometry. This was expected since this operator mainly represents Fig. 6 . Validation of the proposed interpolation scheme for a selected entry of the delayless propagation operatorP(s; λ). As in Fig. 5 , the upper and lower sets of curves in each panel correspond to grid points λ (k) in the parameter space where raw data is available. Curves that are in between correspond to a validation point for the interpolated model. frequency-dependent attenuation and dispersion effects, which have a very weak dependence on the specific geometry configuration.
Finally, the true (delayed) propagation operator is recovered as
Fig. 7 reports the frequency dependence of H(s; λ) for two different lengths of the type B FPC. Top panels correspond to a parameter configuration λ (ν) , which is available as a grid point. Therefore, no interpolation is involved in the generation of these curves, which provide a validation of the proposed combined delay extraction and rational approximation and demonstrate accuracy in the representation of the length-dependent standing-wave pattern. The bottom panels correspond to a parameter configuration λ, which is not available as a grid point (the same point already considered in Figs. 5 and 6), thus also including the interpolation effects. We remark that this final result is achieved with a macromodel complexity (number of poles), which is almost independent on the line length since the phase variations induced by the delay terms are treated independently. 
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a procedure for including the effects of varying electrical and geometrical parameters in macromodels of lossy transmission lines. A combination of delay extraction and rational approximations allows the casting of the macromodels in a form that is accepted by any standard circuit solver. On the other hand, the specific model representation, which is based on an extension of the well-known MoC, leads to a very smooth dependence on the relevant geometrical and electrical parameters of the structure, allowing for simple interpolation schemes to recover a continuous model dependence on the parameters. As a result, the model complexity is almost independent of the line length.
The proposed modeling scheme is applied to the representation of flexible printed interconnects present in modern cellular phones having moving parts. The resulting accuracy is excellent throughout the parameter space for all interconnects that were analyzed. The availability of accurate parameterized macromodels for such interconnects will allow systematic analysis of critical electrical links in the time domain with realistic (nonlinear/dynamic) driver and receiver networks. This, in turn, will allow link optimization under signal integrity constraints, with a consequent speedup in the overall interconnect design process. Preliminary results in this direction are available in [9] .
